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Dean Cox Announces Student Affairs Revampin
By JAMES LUCAS
Staff Writer
The Office of Student Affairs
will operate this year under an
extensively reorganized
administrative structure in
order to deal more effectively
with expanding student needs,
according to Dean Walter Cox,
Vice-President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students.
The main feature of the
revamped structure is the
broadening of duties and
responsibilities within the
office.
The main feature of the

revamped structure is the
broadening of duties and
responsibilities within the
office. Cox termed the
reorganization "an attempt to
make the Office of Student
Affairs more accessible to
Clemson students."
Cox said that students with
questions or problems will
find more administrators
available to deal with them,
due to the broadening of duties
under the new structure.
Another major change
affects the campus bookstore
and canteen operations. The
bookstore and canteens (an

East Campus canteen is now
being built in Lever Hall and,
according to Cox, is slated to
open soon) will come under
the control of the Office of
Student Affairs.
Control of these facilities by
the Athletic Department has
been a focal point of controversy in recent years.
Beginning this year, however,
Cox said that control of the
bookstore and canteen will
move from the Athletic
Department of the Office of
Student Affairs, and that all
revenue from these operations
will henceforth revert directly

to the University treasury
rather than to the Athletic
Department. No change in
managerial personnel will
occur in either department.
Dean K. N. Vickery will
continue as Dean of Admissions and Registrations,
and, in addition, will assume
the new position of Assistant
Vice President for Student
Affairs. Cox said that Vickery
will be second in command to
him in the operation of the
Office of Student Affairs,
commenting that "I wanted a
man who could make major
decisions whenever the time

comes if I'mnot available."
William V. Bost, who
recently earned his law
degree, will assume the
position of assistant to the
Vice President for Student
Affairs in a reshuffling of the
Student Activities Office. His
duties will entail direction of
programs relating to funded
student organizations, as well
as matters of space and
service arrangements for all
student organizations.
Bost will also handle special
assignments, such as legal aid
for students, as directed by
Dean Cox. An instructor in

English, Bost will continue to
teach on a part-time basis.
Dean George Coakley,
formerly Dean of Men, and
Dean Susan Delony, formerly
Dean of Women, will both
assume the title of Assistant
Dean of Students. Both will
deal with problems relating to
all students; this represents
the major broadening of
duties, in that both deans are
now available to any student
needing assistance.
Manning
N.
Lomax,
previously Assistant Dean of
Men, will become Director of
Residence Halls. He will be
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Women's Lib
What are the real objectives of the
Women's Liberation movement?
See editorial on page 2 and find out.

responsible for the administration of all residence
halls on campus.
Buford E. Trent, administrator of the University
YMCA, will continue in that
capacity while assuming the
direction of the newly-created
University Union Division.
This office, in addition to
directing
the
planning,
execution, and eventual
operation of the Union
building itself, will be
responsible for what Cox
terms "the University Union
program;" that is, the Union,
the YMCA programs, the

coordinated religious activities, student-coordinated
community services, and
foreign student affairs.
Cox stressed the importance
of the foreign student affairs
program, which will be
directed by Otis Nelson.
Dr. Frank A. Burtner,
longtime worker with the
Clemson fraternity program
and a leading figure in
nationalization, will become
Director of Fraternity Affairs.
Burtner will apportion his
time between these duties and
his sociology classes.

Sports Forecast
Frank Barrows, Charlotte Observer sportswriter, comments on
Clemson's new coaching staff. See
story on page 7.
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Students Arrested
On Drug Charges
By JACK LYNCH
Chief Reporter
Four University students
and one former student were
arrested on and off campus

August 5 by State Law Enforcement Division agents for
allegedly violating state and
federal narcotics statutes.
The five, William Bard,
Robert Polk, Terry Tallon,

Hardie Terms
Drugs An Escape
By JACK LYNCH
Chief Reporter

And It Begins Again

Jones Advocates Reform
a
Of Senate As Maior
Goal
J
Student Body President
Greg Jones announced plans
for extensive reform of
student governmental
procedures in a news conference broadcast Tuesday on
the University radio station,
WSBF.
Directing questions to Jones
during the conference were
Dick Harpootlian, editor-inchief of The Tiger, Bob
Thompson, news editor of The
Tiger, and announcer Allan
Libby of WSBF. The aim of the
program, according to Jones,
was to acquaint the student
body with some possible
changes in student government which might take place
this academic year.
The major goal of his administration, Jones said, is to
establish some type of
geographical representation
in Student Senate in order to
involve more students and to
allow them to air their
grievances more easily.
One of the more radical
reforms which Jones proposed

was the elimination of class
officers. He claimed that there
are too many restrictions on
the class officers and that the
need for them is not as great
as in former years.
Harpootlian brought up the
question of student violence,
and asked Jones if he thought
there was any possibility of
trouble in Clemson. He
replied, "I'm very optimistic
and perhaps naive, but I don't
think we will have any
problems here. But constant
communication is needed

among student government,
the administration and the
student body so that we
always know the mood of the
students."
Questioned about the need
for and efficacy of a
publications board for student
publications, Jones said, "I
am not in favor of a board that
acts as a censor, but only in an
advisory capacity. I do not
think a censor is needed."
The parking problem is
another nuisance that Jones
said he hopes to get rid of. He

also mentioned that he is
discussing the feasibility of a
campus tavern with the
University administration.
One possible solution to the
problem of student apathy
discussed in the conference
was the institution of some
form of dorm government
separate from Student Senate.
Jones suggested the election
of several officers from each
dorm, in addition to dorm
senators, who could act as a
liaison between students and
senators.

As more and more freshmen
appeared on campus this year
it became obvious that there
was a big change in the Rat
Season that many upperclassmen had come to
know and "love." Many of the

traditional concepts of this
orientation period have been
virtually tossed aside in favor
of a more mature system of
acquainting the new students
with the complex workings of
the university.

It goes without saying that
the most dramatic part of Rat
Season, the infamous "rat
cut," is quickly dying out.
Gordon Metsky, chairman of
the Central Spirit Committee
which is in charge of the

Policy On Bad Checks Changed
A new University policy
concerning the cashing of bad
checks has been put into effect
this fall.
According to J. Guggino,
Assistant Dean of Men, the number of bad checks given
the University by parents and
students in the past two years
has totaled $65,000. This
amount was totaled from over
1600 checks.
The new policy states that
when a check given by a
student to the University is
returned unpaid by the bank, a
service charge is imposed on
the student by the University.
Students having two or more

(The Anderson Independent
reported Lt. Wayne Wardlaw
of the Pickens County sheriff's
office as saying that "the
agent could or could not have
been posing as a Clemson
student at the time the sales
were made.")
SLED agents also confiscated an undetermined
quantity
of
marijuana,
biphetamine tablets, and LSD
in an apartment on Keowee
Trail near U.S. 123.
Though the arrests were
mainly based on evidence
gathered by the undercover
SLED agent, -University
security chief Jack Weeden
stated that the-University
police provided SLED with
information from an unnamed
student who objected to some
marijuana that was growing
wild on an off-campus field.
Except for that information,
the University did not provide
SLED with any other data
leading to the arrest of the five
students. However, according
to Residence Halls Director
Manning N. Lomax, if the
University has reason to
believe that one of its students
is a "pusher," it "will
cooperate with SLED and
local security people."
"We're serious about our
relationship with SLED," said
Lomax. "Under no circumstances will the University
be a sanctuary for drug abuse
and pushers."
Lomax then explained that
when he first suspects a
person of abusing drugs, he
will contact that student, and
tell him that the University

will not protect him if he is
involved with drugs.
"However, we don't sit here
anxiously waiting to arrest
students,"
emphasized
Lomax. "I try to talk in a
manner that will most help
him, not one that will cause
him to use drugs even more
secretly."
Regarding the means by
which the University^earns of
such students, Lomax stated
that most of his information
comes from "concerned
students."
"We don't go around
snooping," exclaimed Lomax.
"Nor do we ever ask either the
counseling service, or the
mental health center in the
infirmary to provide us with
information. I am sorry to see
any students distrustful of
such professionals as Dr.
Hardie."
(Dr. Virginia Hardie,
director of the counseling
center, said that everything
said in her office is confidential. "Nothing is ever
reported unless it is a life-ordeath matter.")
Lomax added that the
University makes it a point to
witness all arrests on campus.
When asked if the University
had taken any action against
the students, Lomax replied
that it did not intend to
discipline the students unless
they are found guilty in a court
of law. However, "No
discussions have yet been held
concerning exactly what
action will be taken."
"Anything I hate to see is a
student involved in drugs,"
commented Lomax. "But how
much preaching can you do?
The books (on drugs and their
effects) are in the counseling
center. And the people who
sell and use drugs have
probably read all the books
and have
made
their
decision."

Rat Season Slowly Dying Out

TOO MANY BOUNCE

By MARCHEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer

"Most psychiatrists feel that people who abuse drugs
are sick," stated counseling director Dr. Virginia
Hardie. "Drug addicts are usually lonely escapists who
may have had some traumatic experience."
Speaking in an interview in her office Tuesday, Dr
Hardie explained that this classification of being sick
does not necessarily apply to persons who have experimented once or twice.
"Crowd influence and 'kicks' are usually the reasons
such persons experiment," said Dr. Hardie. "However, I
am concerned about those who experiment and don't
know the possible results of such experimentation. A
great percentage of people try drugs just to see what
they're like, but a large number of people use them
everyday."
Dr. Hardie added that in her opinion most students
using drugs here have tried them before, probably in
high school.
"Of course, when you speak of drugs, you should also
include alcohol, cigarettes, and Coca-Cola," continued
Dr. Hardie. "In fact, according to a study made by Dr.
Harry Williams of Emory University in Atlanta, alcohol
and cigarettes are the two top drugs in the country."
"More people are addicted to liquor than any other
drug," said Dr. Hardie. "There should be more concern
about addiction to alcohol. In fact if it came to a choice, I
would prefer people smoking impure marijuana to
drinking alcohol."
"But in general," concluded Dr. Hardie, "addiction to
any drug is usually the result of deep-seated emotional
problems."

and a male and a coed who
were not identified because of
their ages, were accused of
illegally selling marijuana,
hashish,
LSD,
and
biphetamine tablets to a
SLED undercover agent.

checks returned unpaid will be
placed on a six-month
restricted list denying them
the privilege of having checks
honored by the University.
Students failing to reimburse
the University for unpaid
checks shall be dismissed
from the University.
Under the old policy a
student who wrote one bad
check was charged a $1.00
service fee plus the amount of
the check. A student with two
bad checks was charged a
service fee of $5.00 plus the
amount of the check. His
name was also placed on a
permanent restricted list
which was circulated to all
surrounding
places
of

business and to all the local
banks.
On March 26 a special
committee appointed by Vice
President for Student Affairs
Walter T. Cox met to study the
problems encountered in the
return of unpaid checks to the
University. The following
was unanimously agreed upon
and later approved by Cox.
"Those students whose
names appear on a bad check
list currently maintained by
the Office of the Assistant
Dean of Men will be contacted
and the permanent I. D. card
exchanged for a restricted I.
D. card until such time that he
completes payment of debt, Or
will have his I. D. card

returned after a specified
period of time."
In April of 1970 Student
Senate passed a similar bill
which was approved by the
administration. The bill
provides for the exchange of I.
D. cards for a six-month
period. This procedure has
been accepted and established
by the Office of the Assistant
Dean of Men.
Students will be notified
upon return of a check to the
Office of the Assistant Dean of
Men, and must pay the
amount of the check within ten
days.
"If, however, the error is
made by the bank, the student
is not charged for the check,"
Guggino said.

conducting of Rat Season,
estimated that only about 2v,
per cent of the frosh got their
hair cut as compared to about
80 per cent last year.
"However, they seem to be
more excited about the
program than were last year's
group. We have more things
planned, more things to get
them acquainted with the
opportunities, other than
academic, that are offered by
Clemson. One thing is the
Student Government Fair that
we held Wednesday night.
"We have also planned most
of the events to coincide with a
weekend. We did this becase
we felt that one of our biggest
responsibilities was keeping
the freshmen here on campus
for the weekend. That seems
to be the hardest thing to do."
On
Saturday
night
Quicksand will entertain at
the Freshman Mixer. Earlier
in the day, Rat Olympics will
be held on Riggs Field behind
the YMCA. As plans stand
now, WSBF will be broadcasting from that location for
the duration of the games.
There will also be a public

announcement system so that
the Rats can hear their names
over the loudspeakers.
Metsky added, "We are
having a point system made
up; points will be earned by
each hall, in conjunction with
a sister hall in the girls'
dorms, but such things as Rat
Olympics, Rat Queen, Rat
Quiz and others. The points
will go to a worthy prize that
hasn't been finalized yet.
"Another of the things that
we are going to have this year
is the drum beating before the
Citadel game. It will start on
Friday, Sept. 11, at about noon
and will continue until game
time." This is one of the
traditional things that will be
retained. Also to be kept are
the pep rallies each week.

One of the features that was
added last year was the
Pajama Parade and that has
also been kept. It will be held
on Sept. 3.
Another important event for
freshmen will be held Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
of next week. That will be
freshmen cheerleader try outs.

u

Long Haired Rats?
With the vast number of changes which have been made at
Clemson comes a new unknown by-product — the long-haired
RAT.
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Opinions expressed on the editorial 'gage
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.
DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Editor-in-Chief
JIM WALSER, Managing Editor

JIM FORTH Editorial Page Editor

Women Unknowingly Chose Freedom
Liberation. They have to be
joking. They demonstrate,
perform in a rally, carry
signs. Have their bid day in
the newspapers and what do
they get for all their trouble?
Exactly one-half of what?
True, job priority is usually
handed to a male over a
female applicant because he is
usually, not always, the

breadwinner in a family
situation. But let's see what
the liberated chick is really
after according to an
authoritative source.
Coming to you by way of the
"Manifesto For Personal
Liberation Of Women" the
following
tidbits
of
bourgeoisie,
"1. To come every time he

does, at least.
2. Not to be called chick,
broad, etc.
3. To keep my own name
after I marry, if I choose.
4.
5. As a single woman to
have the same access to birth
control information and
contraceptives as a married
woman.

MARC FEINBERG. Business Manager
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So, you never even heard of
this manifesto and don't agree
with most of it.
Author Betty Frieden, one of
the organizers and a leader of
the women's liberation, says,
"it's the fastest growing
movement for social change in
this country." That's a leader
speaking to supporters. Did
you really want to get involved
with social change or did
equal pay and free day care
centers get you interested in
liberation?
Men, what do you think?
Alimony to you, fewer male
draftees, or what was it you
heard on the radio?
Have women or have men
even thought about liberation
or is it simply someone else's
turn to take over the front
page because they haven't had
equal time?
In Maryland the feminites
will protest the governor's
recent veto of a liberalized
abortion bill?
In New York where abortion
is legal they protest for free
abortion.
The question of the legality
of the women's action is being
run through the House with
great speed that because the
Senators' secretaries rallied
this past week in Washington's
Lafayette Square.
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Relevance
As college students throughout the
nation plead for "relevance" in the
academic community, many colleges
and universities have changed their
curriculums to include subjects which
are relevant to today's society.
New to the Clemson campus this year
is a course in Black Literature taught by
Dr. Albert Holt of the English Department. We congratulate the administration for approving this course
and as we have said before, it is badly
needed.
Dr. Holt has spent a year and a half
including six weeks this summer at
North Carolina Central University in
Durham preparing himself to teach this
course. Although he is not Black we feel
he is more than qualified to teach the
course.
The effort is for naught, though. Only
four students signed up for the course
and one more has decided to audit. Dr.
Holt describes the situation as "a little
disheartening," but we see it as just
plain disgusting.
How can students expect relevant

courses when they fail to take them once
they've been created? Administration
officials will interpret poor enrollment in
these courses as an indication of the lack
of student interest in them.
Last year the administration gave the
Speakers Bureau thousands of dollars to
plan and execute an ecology program.
The program was one of the best in the
country including two top national
pollution experts and a panel of South
Carolina pollution experts. After
thorough publicity only some 400
students attended the program. The
Administration's attitude is somewhat
negative towards repeating anything
similar. Who can blame them?
Students ask time and time again for
improvements and yet invariably they
rarely take advantage of the new
programs when they are offered. New
programs cost money and money is hard
to come by these days. The logical
deduction that as long as students just
talk about making the academic
curriculum or the community relevant,
it will remain just that — talk.

Listen Upf Strom
Tuesday the Senate told American
youth that an all volunteer Army is still a
thing of the future. The 52-35 rejection of
a amendment to the military
procurement bill came about for
numerous and at times conflicting
reasons.
Sen. John Stennis D-Miss described
the proposal as "an illegitimate child,
just wandering around the chamber,
with no one willing to claim fatherhood
— much less motherhood."
The plan had called for increases in
pay of up to fifty per cent for first-term
enlistees and sharply boosted pay scales
in other enlisted and officer categories.
The White House had said the budget
could not stand the increased cost of the
program.
Our own Sen. Strom Thurmond said
that he doubted, "a sudden abolition of
the draft would bring overwhelming
numbers of young men flocking to our
recruitment stations."
From Thurmond's statement one
might deduce that he has little faith in
the patriotic ferver of America's youth.
He has backed the Nixon administration's policy of gradually
raising pay while reducing draft calls.
He also warned that any hasty change in
the draft laws would "jeopardize" the
safety of American troops overseas.
Sen. Earnest Hollings, also from South

Carolina, opposed the amendment but on
different grounds. He said he feared the
development of a "powerfully entrenched military clique." Other
countries where the military has been
structured so that those who fill its ranks
are more loyal to the military than the
government, have found military juntas
replacing their legally elected governments.
We are not demanding that the draft
be totally eliminated immediately;
although this should be the goal of all
legislators. We agree with Hollings who
said, "There are three groups who have
suffered most from the deferment
standards utilized under the draft
system of recent years — the poor, the
Black, and the disadvantaged. I submit
that these are the same three groups
which would comprise the overwhelming bulk of a volunteer arm}."
Hollings has showed a genuine concern for America's youth. He opposed
the amendment on the grounds that it
would hinder rather than help those who
are being exploited by the present
system. Thurmond opposed the
amendment on grounds based on the
military's well being, showing very little
concern for youth of the nation. We
suggest that although Thurmond is
Hollings' elder he could learn much from
him.

God Have Mercy
Dr. Bob Jones III, vice president of
Bob Jones University has condemned six
Greenville ministers who recently
sponsored a rock festival at Paris
Mountain State Park.
Jones said, "God have mercy on their
souls and have mercy on Greenville."
We usually would let Dr. Bob's
comments go unnoticed, but in the wake
of the recent cancellations of many pop
festivals we think it best to say a few
words in the pop festival's defense.
Woodstock, Atlanta, Love Valley, and
the numerous other gatherings have
been condemned because of the drug
abuse, the free love, and generally
immoral conduct found at these functions.
In Charlotte, N.C. city officials forced
a promotion group to cancel a six-hour

concert because of fears of drug abuse
and violence.
We do not support or condone the law
breaking at the pop festivals but we do
support the festivals themselves. Officials seem to believe that by
eliminating the festivals they will
eliminate the drug abuse and other acts
so abhorent to them.
The solution is not so simple. Drug
abuse needs to be combated with drug
education. We're not too certain how you
combat free love, but we are certain that
morals are instilled early in life and not
corrected by saying "You can't do it
here."
We hope that Dr. Bob and others who
oppose these festivals will realize that
some of the crowd comes to hear the
music and that by cancelling them they
have solved very little.

First Issue
Since this is the first regular issue of
The Tiger for this year, we feel obligated
to inform the student body as to the
function and eccentricities of the paper.
A letter policy found elsewhere on this
page sets forth the requirements which
must be met by those who would have
their opinions published in The Tiger.
We have set these requirements not to
stifle opinion, but merely to make our
job a bit easier and to facilitate better
handling of your material.
If you wish to have your opinion
published every week then we cannot
allow you to just mail in a letter. You
must join the staff and become a
columnist and bear the trials and
tribulations along with the rest of us.
Those who disagree with the opinions
expressed in this column must realize

that it represents the majority opinion of
The Tiger Senior Staff and is usually
penned by the Editor-in-Chief or the
Managing Editor. Any other column on
this page is representative of only the
individual whose name appears with it.
If you don't like the way the news is
reported, then we suggest you join the
staff and report it yourself. All it takes is
a little time and patience.
If you want to talk about opinions
expressed in The Tiger then we suggest
you wander up to the office some time
where you will find any of the staff more
than willing to talk and listen.
If you don't really care about what we
print or insinuate, even if it concerns
your mother's virtue, then we don't
really care about you.

7. To do only HALF the
housework and other -.
19. To be aggressive
without shame.
20. Not to give more than I
get just because I am a
woman.
21. To make my own
definition of femininity.

I wonder if any other
amendment or motion has
ever been so quickly passed by
the House excepting an adjournment. War in the
bedroom must take some kind
of precendent in the American
legislative system, but should
such action have more
urgency than
the
administration's vow to get out
of Vietnam?
The sexy chick in the soap
commercial should not be the.
target of a liberation
movement. Is liberation in the
mind or is it plastered on an
individual like social name
tags are plastered on every
segment of our wonderful
society?
f~
Females of anywhere. Once
you are liberated, have legal
equality in all spheres of life,
and
still
retain
your
femininity, will you have
freedom?
Don't
delude
yourself.
LETTERS POLICY
The Tiger requires that
every letter be accompanied
by the name of the author in
order to be considered for
publication. A limited number
of letters will be published
which express opposing
viewpoints if a large response
is received concerning a
single issue. Names will be
withheld by request of the
writer, although we emphasize much of the letters
effectiveness is lost when the
author is unwilling to have his
name published. Letters must
be received typed and triple
spaced no later than Tuesday
evening at the Tiger office.

LETTERS AND COMMENTS

afut Wants End To Heat In High Rise #3
Greetings
perclassmen
Freshmen.

Fellow
upand Incoming

The loyal order of afut
welcomes you back to the
controversial Clemson
University campus. At our
initial meeting of the year last
night, we had trouble deciding
whether to write a welcome
back letter or a typical "afut
Issues Report to the Campps."
But we decided after being
back only one week, that a
letter concerning the former
and the latter was necessary.
Hence, "WelcomeBack Y'all"
and now sit back and read this
and find out exactly what we
have been slighted of this
semester.
Starting on East Campus
and working our way West, we
find
that
magnificient
masterpiece, High rise #3 —
the new dorm for men, fully
erected for male use complete
with bathroom dispensers.
Also an intricate part in the
workings of the new dorm is a
pair
of
tempermental
elevators, which at a moments
notice can either stop between
floors or refuse to run at all.
To those living on the first
two or three floors, the
elevator is no problem at all.
They are just concerned with
the heat because the air
conditioners are not working
properly. Likewise with the
hot water in the dorm.
But enough for the High
Rise. The new candy and soda
machines, for our convenience, and one problem
arises. Who can afford the
luxury of a twenty-cent soda?
Still further West, we can
see the expanded
(?)
bookstore (at least when they
raised the prices again we
thought it was for expansion),
and the freshman dorms, "the
cans". Hey, Freshman, when
you were accepted did they
tell you where you were going
to live?
Our last stop will be the
barracks. Here, where our
Freddy's problems must be
made noticeable even if
nobody really cares, still
anotherquestion comes up.
Why did the installation of one
telephone per room up the cost
of each said room $200 for the
year? Surely Southern Bell
isn't in cahoots with the
Athletic Department considering our new image.
So there it is, our first look
at the Clemson Campus this'
year. Obviously this is only a
superficial look, but we of
afuta are happy to inform you
that future in-depth criticisms
are forthcoming. For what
good is criticism, if it is not
used as a means of rectifying
the situation? And now that we
have gone through the usual
techniques of criticism, what
have we accomplished? We
Upperclassmen know that
nothing will happen. What do
we do next?
afut

BASF
Dear Sir,
My son who is entering.

Clemson University this fall
received his copy of The
Tiger. In it was an article
which caught my eye entitled
•'The Impact of New Industries Economists Study
Life in the Beaufort Area."
According to this article a oneyear study is being conducted
by two Clemson University
economists, Dr. James C. Hite
and Dr. James M. Stepp,
assistant professor and
alumni
professor
of
agricultural economics,
respectively.
Being from Beaufort County
myself there are some facts I
am sure these two gentlemen
would be interested in
knowing about in our county if
they are concerned about
improving the low-income and
under-employment problems
that face our coastal area of
South Carolina. We would
hope that this study will truly
be unbiased.
First, the facts that BASF
has suspended construction of
their plant to permit the
authorities to clarify the
requirements that will be
made of BASF in terms of
environmental protection.
Another fact that I would
like for these men to know as
well as all interesed citizens is
this statement which has been
made in our area and is absolutely
untrue.
The
statement was that 90 per cent
of BASF employees would be
brought in from Germany.
The true statement is that
BASF expects approximately
90 per cent of these employees
to be from our area. However,
these jobs are largely for
persons who will be taught
skills in our State Technical
Educational Center. The
Technical Education Commission has completed plans
for and will soon start some
buildings equipped with a
distillation tower and other
instruments for teaching
chemical skills at the Trade
School at the Old Mather
Campus in Beaufort. The
plant will employ from 600 to
700 employees.
Another fact — according to
the Treasurer's and Auditor's
figures for 1969 Hilton Head
has an assessed tax valuation
of $4,200,000 representing 23
per cent of the total in the
county. Based on a $100
million plant assessed at 9 1/ 2
valuation BASF's tax base
would be paid immediately
upon completion of the plant
or a major portion of it. These
above figures are based on a
letter received from Rep.
Brantley Harvey Jr., our
county
Legislative
Delegation, who is chairman
of the ways and means
committee.
Our young people are the
hope of the future. Money is
being spent to educate these
young people. Smart, welltrained youths from our
community could make full
use of their talents, could stay
at home, and help boost the
economy of our poverty
pocket in our coastal area — if

it can keep pollution to acceptable levels.
How or what price can an
economist evaluate the worth
of any young person to a
community or the loss of a
young person because Mire-are
no available desirable or
otherwise?
Vivian S. Beach

Coca-Cola
Dear Sir,
A major offender of the free
competitive capitalistic
system in the United States is
the monopoly, where it exists.
Some monopolies obviously
must be tolerated (electricity,
water, telephone, etc.), but
monopolies that are not in the
best interest of the consumer
are outlawed or government
regulated because of unfair
prices. Such a state of unfair
monopoly breeds on this
campus and in Clemson itself.
I thought the bookstore's
monopoly was offensive
enough to the student when to
my surprise I witnessed the
Coca-Cola Company removing
their vending machines, from
which you could purchase a 12
oz. beverage for 15 cents, and
ARA machines replacing
them with 12 oz. beverages for
20 cents. It is a fact that
previous to May, 1968 you
could obtain a 12 oz. beverage
at any available machine for a
single thin dime. Here we are
27 months later pushing two
thin dimes into machines and
receiving one beverage in
return.
Has the operation cost of
servicing vending machines
increased 100 per cent to
correspond to the 100 per cent
increase in price? I think not!
I think we are again under the
harassment of business enterprise
exploiting
the
students with 100 per cent
approval of our beloved administration.
The
administration must approve it
for it to exist.
The administration tells us
we are obtaining a public
service from the vending
machines. I would like to hear
the administration explain to
the students where they saw
data to prove operation of
vending machines increasing
over the period of 27 months to
correspond to the increase in
price. I am asking the administration for an answer!
Will the students hear a reply
from the administration? In
fact, did the administration
ever see any data or did they
approve the machines blindly?
Bob DeVaux

Peace Symbol
Dear Sir,
Many young people in this
nation are speaking out for a
common cause of peace. It
appears that the peace symbol
has been adopted to symbolize
this cause. But what actually
is this symbol?
"Last November, Bernard
Wickstrom, the editor of the
Zephyrhills News in Florida,
devoted an editorial to the

explanation of the so-called
peace symbol. We quote the
editorial entitled "The Broken
Cross, Symbol of the Antichrist."
"In the middle ages it was
common symbol used for
fellowship with the devil.
Today many Americans who
profess to be Christians wear
this symbol not knowing, or
perhaps not caring, that it is
the 'broken cross' symbol of
the anti-christ."
Perhaps you feel there is no
need to care if you wear the
sign of the Anti-christ
because you
aren't
a
Christian. If there were no
Christ, there would be
antichrist.
"Rudolph Rock (the Book of
Signs) traces this symbol back
to the Middle Ages as the
Crow's foot or Witches's foot,
A common symbol for the
devil, with the cross broken
and reversed.
Additional evidence of the
true nature of the peace
symbol comes from the Rev.
Richard Wumbrard, who was
ransomed from prison and
persecuted at the hands of the
communist secret police in
Romania. He stated, 'This
communist peace symbol is
commonly recognized in
Europe as a symbol of the
devil."
"The symbol is old, but it
has never been associated
with peace. It actually is an
ancient sign of evil known as
the broken cross."
John B. Bessent
Everett E. Hite

Rat Season
Dear Sir,
Arguments in favor of Rat
Season hinge on the debatable
point that participation in the
Season — i.e., having one's
head shaved, etc. — aids in the
overall orientation of freshmen into life in the university
community. This is to say that
Rat Season helps freshmen to
the realization that they are
insignificant and that any
recognition will have to come
through their own strenuous
efforts.
It is a basic fact of existence
that time and events, working
either singly or in conjunction

with each other, cause
deterioration and, ultimately,
destruction. This maxim
applies not, only to living
organisms, but also to any
physical object and even to
institutions.
There are mariy cases of
institutions which have been
unable to stave off the obsolescence brought about by
time and events. One such
case is that of a completely
unimportant institution which
has for many years been an
important part of that sacred
body of semi-nonsense known
as the "Clemson tradition" —
the Rat Season.
Shaved heads and orange
caps are, relatively, speaking,
few in number this fall. This
fact indicates that freshman
no longer consider Rat Season
to be an integral part of their
Clemson experience, thus
destroying the Rat system's
reason-for-being. Reduced
numbers of participants also
indicate that another one or
two years will see the end of a
practice that has served as a
vehicle for mass humiliation.
The origins of Rat Season
are well known and to go over
them again would be trite. But
the fact that the system has
persisted as long as it has is a
sad commentary on the
mentality of the Clemson
student body. The great
reverence for Rat Season
indicates a basic inability on
the part of the student body to
cope with the changes
wrought in the university by
its continuing maturation.
But the fact is that freshmen
will learn of their smallness
soon enough without being
constantly reminded by each
degrading cry of, "Hey, Rat!"
Rat Season may have, at
one time, served some purpose; but relatively small
numbers of participating
freshman show that this is no
longer the case. The system's
obsolescence should be '-"\
recognized. Let us hope that
the apparent failure of this
year's Rat Season will be a
stepping stone to the system's
end. The institution is dying;
and when it is dead, let us bury
it.
Walt Julian
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Era Is Corrupt Beyond Redemption
EDITORS NOTE: The
following is a reprint of an
editorial found in a recent
edition
of
Rampart's

glimpsed
the
potential
strength of their united
outrage. Naturally a move has
already been made to diffuse

magazine. We feel the
magazine and this article are
excellent reading for obtaining the views of the New

their energies by inviting
them to fall in line behind
established liberal leaders,
many of whom architected the
war they now profess to
deplore.
However,
the
students, realizing!
the
magnitude of their power,
have taken their own course of
action, shutting down their
universities, colleges and even
high schools behind their own
demands. These demands,
rarified by one student body
after another, have been
largely ignored by the mass
media. They are:

Left. We do not support the
views expressed in this particular editorial rather we feel
that the student body who
hasn't come in contact with
these ideas should have a
chance to see what the New
Left is thinking. The only way
we can avert the revolution
this article calls for is to
recognize the problems they
point out and work to correct
them.

* That the U.S. government
end its systematic repression
of political dissidents and
release all political prisoners,
such as Bobby Seale and
others in the Black Panther
Party.

IN THIS
ISSUE
OF
RAMPARTS we have taken
the unusual step of devoting
the entire issue to a single
work — Tom Hayden's forthcoming book on the Chicago
Trial and the tasks of the new
American Revolution. As we
go to press in mid-May,
America is in a state of crisis.
U.S. troops have invaded
Cambodia,
exposing
Washinton's determination to
stay in Vietnam and increasing the likelihood of war
with China and the use of
nuclear weapons. National
Guardsmen still occupy
rebellious
communities
throughout the country; the
four white students they
murdered at Kent State
University have become
martyrs, but the six blacks
they shot in the back in
Augusta are already forgotten
— indeed, they were hardly
noticed by a society so racist it
does not understand that race
war, initiated by the guardians of its law, has already
begun.
Yet out of this fragmented
kaleidoscope of rebellion and
repression, the political opposition of America's young
people has in one stroke
achieved results at the
national level significantly
affecting
the
Administration's ability to extend the war in Asia. For the
first time young people have

* That the U.S. government
cease its expansion of the
Vietnam war into Laos and
Cambodia and that it
unilaterally and immediately
withdraw all forces from
South east Asia.

revolution from the realm of
Utopian speculation and raise
it as a real political alternative. We believe such a
revolution to be necessary.
For this reason, we have
opened the pages of the
magazine to the thought of one
of the country's most serious
revolutionaries and to a book
which we feel is one of the
most important literary and
political events of our time.
A founder of Students for a
Democratic Society, an early
civil rights activist in
Mississippi, a community
organizer in Newark's black
ghetto during the bloody insurrection in the summer of
1966, a victim of the police riot
in Chicago in 1968 and interred
in Judge Julius Hoffman's
neon oven a year later. Tom
Hayden has been an important
member of a generation which
has moved rrom the stony
silence of the '50s to the
militant protest of the '60s and
the resistance of the present.
In The Trial,
Hayden

describes the forces that
caused this transition. He also
gives insights into the process
that culminated in confrontation with Mayor Daley's
police state. Hayden's is the
first complete account by a
defendant of what took place
inside Hofman's courtroom:
how the "conspirators" differed but were able to come
together to plot a common
defense; how they "educated"
their attorneys; how they
reacted to the horrific spectacle of Bobby Seale being
bound and gagged.
But this book is more than
an anecdotal account of one of
America's most historic
courtroom dramas. For
Hayden feels that the trial was
the turning point for an entire
generation, and his work thus
becomes a common-sense
indictment of a system which
reveals itself to be not only
bankrupt but lethal. It is a
primer for revolution ad-

dressed to those who see
themselves
as
revolutionaries, those who
have worked unflaggingly —
and unsucessfully — for
reform through "legitimate"
channels, and those only now
moving from the sidelines of
history to active, outraged
opposition.
WE FEEL THAT the
coming months can only increase the relevance of this
document. The Nixon era, so
clearly the fulfillment of
everything latent in the
American nightmare, will
inevitably shatter the illusions
of the ecology activists, civil
libertarians and liberals who
think that the evils of the
system can be cured after one
or two or a dozen McCarthy
campaigns. Over the coming
months they too will discover
what Hayden and those who
made the New Left discovered
during a decade:
that
America's "democratic institutions" are both undemocratic and corrupt
beyond redemption; that
elections in the present

framework are only a way of
manipulating despair; and
that we, like our land, exist for
the benefit of those who have
the money to buy us.
We have come a long way in
our
understanding
of
America, and the message at
the end of the road allows for
no more self-deception.
"Instead of hoping for a
revival of the liberal politics
that failed in the Sixties or for
a political savour," Tom
Hayden writes in the following
pages, "we see in our protest
movement the seeds from
which to create our own future
institutions of government."
This is what the agonizing,
bloody and disillusioning
decade just past had taught. It
is a lesson that will only be
reinforced by the Nixon era's
attempt to return us to the
fear and trembling of the '50's.
The system cannot be
revitalized; it must be
overthrown. As humanely as
possible, but by any means
necessary.

SSSSSSSSS

NOW OPEN

MARTIN RACKIO

WE ARE NOW FACING a
whole range of crises, any one
of which could permanently
and profoundly alter the
course 'of American history
and threaten our individual
lives and liberties. Together
they constitute a social crisis
so pervasive and profound as
to lift the prospect of
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In making these demands on
a racist, war-bent society, the
students have proved themselves to be far ahead of the
liberal politicians now seeking
to channel youthful rebellion
into
the cul-de-sac of
Establishment politics. It is
essential that the students
recognize in themeselves the
force that can lead the
struggle for the future.
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Lounge
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SOMETHING NEW DOWNTOWN FOR LADIES

* That universities end their
complicity with the U.S. War
Machine by an immediate end
to defense and counterinsurgency research, ROTC,
and all other such programs.
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Tue.-Wed. • Sept. 1-2
Top-Notch War Adventure!
-Judith Crist,
N. Y. Magazine

'SHOES OF DISTINCTION
201 COLLEGE AVE.

IboLateTheHero
CLEMSON

-

ANDREW GELLER JACK ROGERS GAMINS NINA CREAM PUFFS JOHN ROMAIN ETIENNE AIGNER -

Starring
MICHAEL CAINE
CLIFF ROBERTSON

the

MONDAY - FRIDAY
AUGUST 31

JACQUELINE BISSET
O-itirring

JOSEPH COTTEN
Also Surrmg

• IMPORTED BOOTS AND CASUAL FLATS FROM ROME

JIM
BROWN
As Tommy Marcott
Thur.-Fri.-Sat. • Sept. 3-5

• MATCHING AND ODD HANDBAGS

In Color — R-Rating

654-5861

FRIDAY ■ AUGUST 28

Joe & Mary Ann McGill

SEPTEMRER 4
8:00 - 4:00

CLEMSON THEATRE

CURRENT CAMPUS EVENTS
IFC Rush Week
RAT Olympics
Sat. 1 - 4 PM
YMCA Field
Mixer
Sat. Night 8 - 12 PM
GIRLS FREE
Freshman
Cheerleading Tryouts
Mon. 6:00 PM Aug. 31
Amph Theater

Aug. 9 - 12
Upperclassman;
GPR 1 - 7 or above
"Student Attorneys:"
any interested students
pick up application in
student government
room on 8th level of the
student center or contact
Skip Ur
at 654-3441
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CDA Airs Own Gripes;
Releases New Schedule
By GLENN BRACHIN
CDA Senior Staff
This semester the Central
Dance
Association
will
present Jr. Walker and the
All-Stars, B. J. Thomas, The
Peace Corps, 3 Dog Night,
Kenny Rodgers and the First
Edition, Jerry Bulter, The 4
Tops, and The O'Jays.
We want to continue to have
big name groups, but we need
more student support. AH of us
on the CDA Staff have
received such flak as, "Why
don't you have the Fifth
Dimension? Why don't you
have Creedence Clearwater?
Why don't you have the
Supremes instead of all that
hippie crap?"
One big reason we can't
have .many of these groups is
money. We can't take a
chance on any group over
$10,000 this semester because
of financial' difficulties incurred last year.
This immediately takes
care of many big name
groups. Jim Hendrix, Sly and
the Family Stone, Flip Wilson,
Creedence, Gladys Knight and
the Pips, and Led Zeppelin are
just too expensive for us to
book this semester.

When we book a group we
have to be certain that they
will attract people from the
Anderson-Greenville area, for
only about 50% of the audience
at our concerts are students.
The CDA took a big loss last
year when neither students
nor non-students came to see
the Rascals.
Often we book group for a
semester 4-6 months ahead.
As a group's popularity rises
so does their price, and by
booking ahead we can often
get a group at lower prices.
Sometimes this works and
sometimes, as in the case of
the Brooklyn Bridge, it
doesn't. They were popular
when we booked them, but it
didn't last.
If a rock group is here for a
dance the soul crowd won't
come, and if a soul group is
here the rock crowd won't
come. This hurts the CDA
financially, but also you
students miss some good
entertainment as well.
The soul fans missed a good
Pop Festival, and the rock
students missed a good 4 Tops

concert. And everyone (except 458) missed the Friends
of Distinction, which was
great.
We know we can't please the
students all the time, but in
order to get everyone to come,
this semester we will be
having both soul and hard
rock on dance weekends.
Another problem is the fact
that many groups are not
available when we need them.
The Supremes won't work the
South, The Temptations were
available only in October,
Chicago was booked solid all
of first semester, and Country
Joe and the Fish weren't
available at all.
The CDA works hard to
please you. There are a lot of
groups we would like to have
but money and availability
limit us.
Can you think of any other
school our size having any
better entertainment without
a large city in the vicinity?
If any junior with a
graduating GPR wants to be a
CDA junior staffer contact
Lynn Dantzler or Tripp Jones
through student information,
or contact any member of the
Senior Staff.

(witnosh
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In A Word - Bleah
',
;
;

Brown Room
One of the summer's inconspicuous
construction projects is the library's new
Edgar Brown Room, which may become even

more inconspicuous when completed later
this semester.

Science Fiction Novelist Writes Of
Entire World Gone Completely Mad
BY MARCHEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
Ryan. A man from the
twenty-first century. A man
from a world gone mad. A
center of sanity on a planet
whose sentinent ruling specie
was riddled with paranoia and
xenophobia. The ultimate of
pill-popers.
An Earth on the eve of selfdestruction. A population well
into the most bloody and cruel
witch hunt in the history of the

race — an all out purge of "the
aliens". Who were the aliens?
They were free thinkers,
dissenters, the remnant of
sanity which still clung to life,
trying out to the stars for open
colunization and another
chance at human survival.
Witches were burned in the
streets by the Patroits. No one
would dare to intervene or
even notice what was happening because no well bred
human would break the rule of
individual solitude.

Imagine. The complete put-on.
Besides, merchants around town
Checks with the Clemson name are more willing to cash or accept
and insignia emblazened on them. your check when it's personalized.
Along with your name and address
Open a special Clemson checking
printed in bold letters.
account now. Only at First National.
All together now in a specially
Start your account with any
designed checkbook holder.
amount you wish. We'll send you a
They're beautiful.
supply of personalized checks. ComAnd they're practical. Because plete with the Clemson insignia.
with your own checking account it's
At no charge.
easier to manage your money. Simple
And we're not putting you on.
arithmetic is all it takes.
■J First National Bank

We're putting you on.

"The Black Corridor" by
Michael Moorcock is a
psychological novel told in a
series of flashbacks and
dreams. It is the story of
Ryan, the leader of a group of
refugees fleeing from a dying
Earth.
Twelve people lie in
suspended animation awaiting
the arrival of the space ship
Hope Dempsey to Barnard's
Star where they will try to
make a new life for the human
race. The thirteenth member
of the expedition, Ryan, is
awake and guiding the ship,
keeping charge of the twelve
in hibernation.
After three years in solitude
Ryan is beginning to feel the
effects of prolonged solitude.
Two more years of loneliness
lie in front of him. He and the
ship's computer struggle with
the problem of his survival
under the acute isolation.
Michael Moorcock, while
still in his twenties has won a
Nebula Award for his short
story "Behold the Man" and
has been editor of the unorthodox British SF Magazine
"New Worlds." He has also
authored many science fiction
novels, in all a creditable list
of achievements.
To say that "The Black
Corridor" is good is belittling
the brilliant work of its author.
To say more would give too
much of the surprise sleeping
within those pages away. It is
indeed a modern science
fiction novel which is both
genuine science fiction and a
genuine novel.

"BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS 3" —
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS (Columbia). Third album by the nine man
group led by David Clayton-Thomas,
lead singer.

It's a good thing I don't have to sum up this album in one
! word, because that word would probably have to be Bleah.
Or something equally descriptive.
Now I realize that's not a terribly fair evaluation of
Blood, Sweat, and Tears latest "effort," but then I told
you I was glad I didn't have to use it. Besides, there are
some bright spots on the album; it's not totally Bleah.
Let's see now, covering those "bright spots" I'd have to
put Lew Soloff's trumpet solo on "Lucretia's Reprise" as
number one. It's the most musical moment on the album,
and it comes mighty close to honest to goodness jazz,
which is something BS&T is reputed to play, but never
really gets around to.
Then, right under that comes "Something's Comin' On"
which seems to be less pretentious and more musical than
any of the other creations on the album.
Oh yeah, one more. Jim Fielder is a great bassist.
(What's a nice boy like that doing in a group like this?).
Now for the opposite view. "Blood, Sweat and Tears"
(the second album) had songs written by Stevie Winwood,
Steve Katz, Laura Nero, David Clayton-Thomas, and
BS&T. "BS&T 3" has songs written by Stevie Winwood,
Steve Katz, Laura Nero, David Clayton-Thomas, and
BS&T. Now that's originality.
The two major compositions on the album, "Symphony
For The Devil/ Sympathy For The Devil" and "40,000
Headmen" are just okay (both were better in their
original form), and even though "40,000 Headmen" is
rather different and interesting to listen to, it just doesn't
make it the third or fourth time around.
Then there's David Clayton-Thomas. Since he's become
lead singer, the group has taken the same direction the
Jefferson Airplane would if Bobby Sherman replaced
Gracie Slick.
I don't want you to get the wrong impression; I actually
used to like BS&T. I play "Blood, Sweat and Tears" a lot,
and "Child Is Father To The Man" (their first album, with
Al Kooper) is a masterpiece.
It's just that "BS&T 3" is a decided step backward,
especially for a year and a half's work, and I don't think
they should get away with it. Think of the junk they'll put
out next time.
And to top it off, Columbia uses this paragraph to
describe the group: "Brash and exciting, their music is a
wedding of rock and jazz. For you and for those who have
waited so long — with polished prose fancies — this album
is a joy of vision and design, the freshest experience of its
kind."
What do you think of that? Probably the same thing I do.
If you don't have "Blood, Sweat and Tears 3" forget about
it and go out and buy their first album. It's a lot better.

Scientific Thinking May Be
Harmful To Your Health
Playboy News Release
America is debasing its
environment, warns author
Gene Marine in the September
Playboy, because of the
nation's unquestioning faith in
the ability of science to solve
every problem.
Marine writes in "The
Engineering Mentality" that
our belief in science, "which
to most of us is the same as
something called magic," has
lulled us into a false sense of
security, where water shortages are alleviated by
"desalinization of sea water,"
and where famine is banished
by "marvelous underwater
senses in which trained
dolphins cheerfully herd
schools of protein-bearing fish
as Scottish dogs herd sheep —
all so that we won't worry
about the fact that in 200 years
or so, the world's population
will have so far outrun its food
supply that a world-wide
famine
is
virtually
inevitable."
"Our devotion to 'science' is
not to science," he cautions,
"it's to magic — and what we
have as evidence that the
magic works is not scientific

advance but is, from hydrogen
bombs to heart transplants,
technology."
The author cites the
California Water Plan as an
example of how we are
deluded by the promise that
technology can solve any
problem. In 1960, a bond issue
was floated to finance a
project to move water south to
supply
the
expanding
population of the Los Angeles
area.
"If
you
accept
the
problem," Marine says, "you
have already been conned by
the engineering mentality. In
the first place, it could be
easily stated, 'Get the people
to the water' — a program
that would be physically
easier, financially cheaper,
and ecologically wiser. Setting
that aside, however, why get
the people and the water
together at all? State it as a
problem and your thinking
starts in our solutions. But
who says it's a problem to
begin with?
"The problem comes,"
Marine continues, "when the
engineering mentality takes

DOBSON
HARDWARE
MANY ITEMS TO FILL YOUR
MANY NEEDS

over from the rest of us —
politicians, planners, public
men and just plain citizens:
when our fascination with
technique outweighs our sense
of the other, more human
values in life and we see all
questions as problems to be
solved in the straight-line
fascination of the engineer
and side effects, however
crucial they may prove to be,
can go to hell."
This blind dependence on
technology not only debases
our environment, according to
the author, but it erodes the
spiritual significance of our
own individuality.
"In our personal lives,"
Marine writes, "shallowness
haunts us more and more; in
our social lives, the results are
'are pollution, dwindling
resources, disappearing
beauty, a stuttering ecology
and a paler and more sickly
world in which to spend our
diminished lives."
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The fact of the matter is,
American's aren't getting the
facts about the Black Panthers.
The commercial press and
all but a few overground
magazines have ignored
mounting evidenct that a
national conspiracy is being
executed against members of
the black militant party.
At last count, 300 members
of the Panther Party have
been jailed; 30 members have
been killed, usually involving
police violence; and trials are
being conducted throughout
the country involving Panthers: The Chicago 16, the
New York 21, the Connecticut
9, the Los Angeles 18, etc.
But the only kind of news
about the Black Panthers in
the daily press (especially
those papers which rely solely
on the Associated Press and
the
United
Press
International) is negative.
"Hoover flays Panthers"
screams the headline in the
"Washington Daily News."
The Establishment press
runs rafts of stories about the
violence expected at the May 1
New Haven Panther rally or
there is story after story
quoting this public official or
that "expert" from the FBI or
local police department attacking the Panthers and what
they represent.
But how many newspaper
stories and television reports
relayed in similar prominence
that there was little violence
in New Haven over Mayday
weekend? (And that violence
which occurred was more
than likely attributed to the
right wing). And how many
newspapers ran the story
about the closing of the
Chicago Panther trail?
The implications of the
Chicago case are clear:
Illinois Assistant State's
Attorney Nicholas Motherway
told the court last week that he
didi not have any evidence to
convict several Panthers who
were allegedly involved in the
"shoot-out" with police last
December. Motherway asked
that charges be dropped
against the seven Panthers —
the seven who remained after
police gunned down Illinois
Panther chairman Fred
Hampton and Peoria chairman Mark Clark.
It is interesting that a
special coroner's jury had
ruled earlier that, indeed, the
police had gunned down the
Panther leaders, but the
shootings were "justifiable."
Later, police lab reports
showed that the evidence used
to determine this — and to
indict the sever Panthers —
was flimsy, if not outright
fabricated. Hence, the Panthers have been cleared,
unless State Attorney Edward
Hanrahan, who had been the
"crime-fighting DA" in the
whole affair, choses to reopen
the case within the next four
months.
But the real question is this:
Just why did police go off
scott-free? Why was their
guilt judged by only a
coroner's jury? And why
aren't they being brought to
trial on perjury charges, since
the evidence that proved them
justifiable murderers is now
being dismissed?

How did the American press
handle it? The AP dispatch
was merely a few paragraphs.
Furthermore, that news
service which serves the
largest number of American
papers persisted throughout
the release in calling the event
a "shoot-out" even though it
had not been proven that any
Panther had fired a shot.
The same sort of institutionalized bias against the
Panthers has been practiced
by the Establishment press
regarding other Panther
trials:
— New York 21: Murray
Kempton in the NY Review of
Books writes about the
Panther trail there: "As there
is then no enormity which our
institutions cannot imagine
from a Panther, there is no
malignity which a Panther
cannot expect from our institutions." He recounts the
atrocious treatment that
accused (but not convicted)
New York Panther Lee Berry
received. Berry, who was
extremely ill when arrested,

was moved from one institution to another, denied
medicine and treatment and
isolated
from
his
codefendents and his lawyer *none of which was reported by
the New York daily press or
TV.
"...Crime which might
justifiably be described as
mayhem was visited by the
city upon Lee Berry rather
than by Lee Berry or any of
his co-defendants upon anyone
else. But that has been
described in detail in no
respectable precinct except
the women's page of the New
York Times," Kempton says.
— In Washington police
arrested two Panthers on
charges of "tampering." It
took sixteen police cars,
paddy wagons and detective
cars to do it. The local press
did not report it all all except
routenely in the arrest
columns.
— In Baltimore a repeat of

the New Haven trial seems to
be shaping up. In New Haven
Alex Rackely was supposed to
have been a Panther informer
who was assassinated by his
own brothers by order of
Bobby Seale and a "conspiracy" of 8 other Panthers.
Charges have been brought
down against 18 Baltimore
Panthers for allegedly torturing and murdering Eugene
Anderson, whom police
labeled as an informer.
The press treatment of the
Black Panther Party in this
country is the most concrete
example of how the self-styled
"objectivity" of the Establishment press breaks down when
it must deal with vital social
forces outside the realm of its
own predisposed positions.
Emphasis, placement,
treatment and coverage of
stories about the Panthers is
inaccurate, insufficient and
one-side. The same thing
happens to other radical
groups in America, notwithstanding Spiro Agnew's
claims to the contrary.
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Thelma
This charcoal drawing by
Henry Bahm is part of the
Dillard Collection of "Art on

Paper" which will be
exhibited at Lee Gallery from
August 29 to Sept. 17.

We didn't have time enough
to do the interview; Kunstler
had to get into his black tie
outfit for his attack on the
Fayette- County Bar (which
had tried to pressure the law
students responsible for
Kunstler's talk into cancelling
his appearance; the tactic
was, "You'll be taking the bar
exam pretty soon, won't
you?")
"I won't wear it unless I've
got a button," says Kunstler.
A bit later Lou Colten turned
up with a half dozen buttons,
from which Kunstler selected
a dapper black-on-white
Resistance symbol.
The interview finally came
off at seven the next morning
— in a car on the way to the
airport and in the airport
coffeeshop.

we were attacking the system.
We were attacking the administration of the system, the
use of what looks like fair
rules in order to screw clients
of a certain nature.

CPS: Well, was it just a
gradual
process
of
radicalization in the courtroom, or was there a certain
point, such as the binding and
gagging of Bobby Seale?

Nicholas Selected New
Development Director

KUNSTLER: I think it was
both. I think we began to sense
early in the trial that we were
going to be nailed in that
courtroom and that it was
going to be done without any
savoir faire at all. Open,
brutally, grossly. And then, I
think, what triggered it after
this realization began to grow,
was the binding and gagging
of Bobby. It was so much more
than just the binding and
chaining of a black man in a
federal district court. I think
that factor led to an acceleration of the feeling we'd
had long before.
CPS: What is your view
right now, after this trial, of
the American system of
justice? There must be some
more skepticism on your part,
but you haven't totally given
up on the system because
you've obviously still working
within it. Or is that just out of
necessity?

Selling Out
The Alpha ftii Omega book exchange, which opened for its
second semester of operation Thursday, proved again to be a
great success, as harried APO members will readily admit.

KUNSTLER: I think you
watch it and play it by ear.
That's what was done in
Chicago, there was no planning there. You have here two
sides of the lawyer picture in
the United States. I'm the
nomadic kind of interstate
lawyer; that's the way the
chips fell as I developed. Dan
does the infinitely more
courageous thing because I go
home when I'm finished, away
from where... (Dan is Dan
Taylor,
Kentucky
civil
liberties attorney.)

system when it takes in
picayune things like breaking
of windows, overturning cars,
and even burning a branch
bank in Santa Barbara, to give
a coloration to the movement
that the system desires the
public to have — that it is
composed of a lot of lunatics
who want nothing more than
the good times of trashing
around. If you're going to
condemn that kind of violence
then you're going to have to
proportionately condemn the
violence committed by the
United States abroad, such as
in South Vietnam, Laos, and
Guatemala and so on, and not
just confine it to a few broken
windows. Which are, after all,
really the result of frustration
and bitterness engendered by
the system for generatiins.

CPS .— Middle America
probably thinks you to be
more evil than the rest of the
Conspiracy 10 because you, a
middle-aged lawyer, were
disrespectful enough to shout
at the judge. What led you to
that? Was there a point at
which you decided that normal decorum in the courtroom
was not called for — or was it
more of a gradual process of
realization?
KUNSTLER: I didn't go into
that case thinking I was going
to rip the courtroom apart.
But one provocation led to
another, and I reacted as a
human being. I'm not so sure
Middle America is so uptight
about what they regard as
disruption in the courtroom. I
think when you said I was a
middle-aged lawyer, you hit
the nail on the head because I
think the apostate, the man
who appears to be of the
system and yet deserts the
system or even attempts to
attack the system in a
meaningful way is probably
hated more than any other
single person. Like the white
Southerner who suddenly
becomes pro-black, or at least
wants to give black people a
square deal — this man has
more problems than the
professional civil libertarian
who comes from the North and
tries to upset the system. I
think that's been true in all
generations and I think it's
especially true today.

KUNSTLER: I've always
thought personally that the
system is pretty good. There's
nothing wrong with juries,
there's nothing wrong with
judges and there's nothing
wrong with a lot that goes on
in the courtroom if it's fairly
and impartially done, if
judges were fair and square, if
the courtroom wasn't an
armed camp, if rules of
evidence weren't read so
strictly with discretion on the
part of the judge against the
defendent, and so on; if the
bench wasn't filled with
political hacks or men who
bought their jobs, I think you
could
have
some
approximation of justice; if rich
men and poor men had access
to the same lawyers and there
wasn't a disparity of legal
representation, I would go
with it, I would have no central objection. That's why I
have to laugh when people say

CPS: What do you think the
main thrust of the movement
attorney will be in the future?
A lot of lawyers think the test
case, the law-making case, is
a thing of the past and that the
jury is going to be the important thing in the future....
KUNSTLER: I hink a lot of
work is going to be done — I
think
Chicago
maybe
illustrated it — on educating
juries in the courtroom. I
never realized myself, that in
a political trail you could
really work on jurors to the
extent that the defendents did
it in Chicago. The jurors ARE
malleable — you can win some
over, if only because some
admire the raw courage of
defendents in the courtroom —
which can't be suppressed. I
think that approach is better
than the obsequious one, in
which you are attempting to
buy with your dignity the
votes of the jurors.
CPS: Is there a point at
which you decide how to play
it, whether you're going to
play it straight or play it in the
street?

Stanley
G.
Nicholas,
University
director
of
engineering research, has
been named the institution's
vice president for development, President Robert C.
Edwards announces.
Nicholas, 42, succeeds W.
Wright Bryan who will retire
Sept. 1.
In announcing the appointment, President Edwards says, "We are extremely fortunate that we
have on our staff a man of Mr.
Nicholas' outstanding abilities
and accomplishments.
"Under his directorship,
engineering
research
programs at Clemson have
made
remarkable
advancements. It is with great
enthusiasm that we look
forward to a continuingly
effective development
program under his capable
guidance."
As the university's chief
development officer, Nicholas
will be administratively
responsible for the offices of
alumni and public relations,
planning and corporate
support, fund the University
Communications Center.
He came here in 1962 as
director of engineering
research after an eight-year
career with Continental Can
Company. He currently serves
as
the
University's
representative
on
the
Regional Appalachian
Commission.
President Edwards notes
that during Nicholas' eight
years
as
director
of
engineering research,
sponsored research grants
and contracts in the College of
Engineering have increased
almost 10 times, from $61,000
in 1962 to more than $652,000
for the current year.
"He also made major
contributions," Dr. Edwards

By MIKE FORTH
Assistant News Editor

listening will also increase, he
said.

Gary Parsons, program
director of WSBF, announced
Wednesday that the radio
station is expanding its
programs this year and attempting
to
further
professionalize the sound of
campus radio.

In
an
attempt
to
professionalize the news
reporting he expressed a
desire to obtain a direct line of
network news from one of the
major newscasting agencies.
"We also intend to increase
the number of editorial
commentaries, news conferences with student officials, and remote broadcasts
from student activities,"
stated Parsons.

One big feature of the expanded programming will be
an
extension
of
the
progressive rock shows on the
weekends, said Parsons. He
explained that the Friday
show will now run from 8 p.m.
until 3 a.m. on Saturday, and
the Saturday evening show
will start at 6 p.m. and continue until midnight.

Kunstler Comments On Judiciary
(CPS) — Kunstler should
know better. I mean, he's 50
years old. But up comes about
a 15-year-old blonde lass at 8
a.m. Sunday morning in the
middle of Lexington's quaint
Blue Grass Field wanting an
autograph, and what does that
ninny do? He signs the scrap
of paper and then all of a
sudden decides to return a
little love and admiration of
his own by planting a big old
brother-sister (?) kiss on her
surprised lips.
Why, he's old enough to be
her father. Au contraire. He's
young enough to be her
brother.
In the mind.
This
interview
was
originally going to be at his
motel room sometime between his two speeches in
Lexington — to some 500
people
outside
of
the
University of Kentucky
Student Center and to a blacktie dinner for UK law students
at a Holiday Inn. (He made
another speech in Kentucky
two weeks later; he spoke to
over 800 at the University of
Louisville.) When he got to his
room, he let us in and hopped
back into bed from whence he
came. Above him was some of
that great Holiday Inn art — a
wall-paper rendition of ManO-War. Honest.
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WSBF Expands
Popular Shows

Press Plagues Panthers
By NICK DeMARTINO
College Press Service
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CPS: What about violence
as a tactic?
KUNSTLER: I don't condone violence as a tactic
today; I don't think it does any
good and it just makes
kamikazes out of movement
people. It can't affect the
system and therefore I think
it's a bad tactic. But that
doesn't mean I'll always think
that way. I know there are
many times when violence is a
good tactic and does have an
effect on the system. But I
don't think now is that time
and I hope it doesn't come to
ever being that time. I'm not
against violence on a
philosophical level, but on a
tactical level.
I also think that the word
"violence" is used by the

says, "in the university
receiving $1.3-million in
federal grants toward the
construction
of
Rhodes
Engineering Research Center,
and $772,000 in grants from the
National Science Foundation
and the Appalachian Regional
Development Commission for
departmental
science
development programs and
expansion
of
computer
facilities in the research
center."
The Rhodes Engineering
Research Center, a unique
facility of laboratories, is
headquarters
for
the
university's strong thrust in
environmental and healthrelated research.
During the past eight years,
the College of Engineering has
made
unparalleled
advancements, Dr. Edwards
adds. It initiated the state's
first Ph.D. program in
engineering in 1962. Since then
it has implemented graduate
work in all areas, including 10
at the doctoral level. Coinciding with this significant
growth is the increase of

CPS: Where does the
Conspiracy go from here?
KUNSTLER: Well, I think
the Conspiracy is a growing
thing. There really was no
conspiracy before the indictment came down, but as
soon as it did, the Conspiracy
was born... I hope we get
many conspirators, millions of
conspirators, all willing to
take a role in trying to keep
abreast of evil. That sounds
very religious and maybe it is,
but it's a religious struggle ...
The establishment would
never believe that.

engineering graduate students
from 50 to 165, and an increase
in total volume of engineering
research from $63,000 to the
current $1.3 million annually.
The College of Engineering
also
has
revised
and
strengthened
its
undergraduate
offerings.
Nicholas, a native of Chicago,
111., received the bachelor of
science degree in mechanical
engineering
from
Northwestern University.
Following graduation, he
served as a project engineer
for four years with Brown
Citrus Machinery Corp. in
Whittier, Calif., which had a
total sales volume of $1
million. He then spent eight
years with Continental Can
Co. which had a total sales
volume in excess of $1 billion.
He held numerous executive
positions with the company,
the final two as manager of a
manufacturing plant and as a
research engineer between
the company's Research and
Development Center
in
Chicago and the main office
research group in New York.

WELCOME BACK TO CLEMSON

MORGAN'S FLOWERS
& GIFTS
For Any or All of Your
Floral Needs
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Parsons said WSBF will add
another "oldie" hour in an
attempt to meet the recent
deluge of requests that have
occurred as a result of the new
personalized room phones.
The amount of upbeat easy

Parsons concluded by
saying that there will be no
drastic changes in the format
for this year on WSBF, which
is already one of the leading
college radio stations in the
nation. "Yes, even Country
Otis will remain on the air
Monday evenings for all our
good country listeners." The
only changes will be an expansion of the more popular
programs and an attempt to
give
WSBF
a
more
professional sound, he said.

WANT TO
BUY SOME
STUFF?

CHECK THE
TIGER
CLASSIFIEDS
LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

Your Walgreen Agency
Downtown

Clemson

Campus Gate
at the rear of WCCP

WELCOME
BACK SALE!
FRI. AND SAT.
AUGUST 28 & 29
SUMMER FLAIRS
AL SHORT SLEEVE
SHIRTS
(Dress and Knit)

Buy 1 Get 1 Free
ALL OTHER ITEMS

20% Off!
Shop Campus Gate
for Special Values

"The Gate to
Good Looks"
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' Team Making Progress'
Says New Grid Coach

Collins Finds
Much In Europe
By JIM BELL
Sports Writer
The Russians had just laid
the asphalt track the day
before. A bunch of old ladies
were stooping over painting
the lines, wobbly as they were
by hand. This was the scene
Roger Collins, Clemson's two
time Ail-American javelin
thrower, saw in Leningrad
this summer.
Collins was on a six week
tour with the U. S. track team
in Europe.
"The people" Roger said,
"are very nationalistic. Track
seemed to be a much larger
sport in Europe. In Germany
and France there were
capacity crowds supporting
their teams." The people of
Scandanavia were especially
nice. Added to the definite
ianguage barrier, he noticed
some anti-American sentiment.
In Houston last season, the
Livingston, New Jersey native
took top honors in the Southwestern AAU meet. In the
Meet of Champions, which
brings only elete trackmen
into competition, Collins again
grabbed the first place medal.
While at the NCAA finals at
Des Moines, Iowa, Roger's
first and second throws were
taken out of bounds by a
strong wind. His third and
final throw was thrown low
enough so that there was no
possibility of it going out of
bounds. That toss gave the ace
fourth place. Clemson's.track
coach P. Wee Greenvield said
"Roger is an enthusiastic
competitor
and
strong
finisher." In his last two of
three years and the ACC
champion, his last throws
were the ones that established
his records. His ACC record
now stands as 264 feet, 2 inches. In the open AAU meet
Roger set a new record of 269
feet, 1 inch.
"It was the National AAU
meet held in Bakersvield,
California that got him his
berth on the U. S. team that

toured Europe. Roger took
second again as he did last
year in Miami, Florida. When
asked about the competition
Collins commented, "I didn't
think I'd do any better than
fifth or sixth."
What surprised the ACC
record holder most in the tour,
was Russia. When he arrived
it was raining. The countryside was brown and the
people and streets all seemed
to match. There weren't any
little
children
around
anywhere. They are all sent to
camps. Everyone seemed so
restrictive and inhibited. In
the hotel the rooms were vey
small and the water wasn't fit
to drink. Outside the apartments all looked the same,
grey and cold. "You really
don't know how good you have
it until you go over there. It's
really worst than they say."
Looking ahead, Collins said
"I want to go to the 1972
Olympics in Munich, Germany. This year he plans to go
to the Pan Am Games in
Columbia, South America. All
the top athletes will be there.
Collins said his major competition will be Mark Murro of
Arizona State and Bill Skinner, a graduate of Tennessee.
Roger said "I'll first have to
qualify," but based on past
performances he should have
no problem.
Coach Greenvield said
"Roger will be shooting for 285
feet this season." Collins who
is 5 feet 9 inches and 180
pounds is competing with
much larger throwers which is
a real handicap. Coach
Greenvield said, "Roger
makes up for his small size in
whip and speed. He now needs
to work on his strength. When
Roger decides to dedicate
himself to the '72 Olympics, he
will then make the U. S.
Olympic squad."
Adding to his track honors,
Collins is a candidate for AilAmerican in soccer. This
would make Roger the second
Clemson athlete to be a two
sport Ail-American, the first

By RICHARD REITH
Sports Writer
"We're having normal
progress but we're not ready
to field a football team yet, by
an
stretch
of
the
imagination," was the main
point made by head football
coach Hootie Ingram in an
interview Wednesday.
Coach Ingram stated that
there was nothing outstanding
about this week's scrimmage.
"We did get some good film
though, which the players
have seen. Now we can go out
and work on correcting our
mistakes," said the coach.
Talking about the scrimmage, coach Ingram mentioned that some players
seemed
hesitant
about
carrying out their assignments and that the defense
didn't trail properly at times,
giving the quarterback time to
scramble. "Also we had
people running around a
block, which is a very serious
error," commented Ingram.

-

■

The first year coach said
that he was pleased at the lack
of serious injuries so far.
Right now only three players
are on the injured list. Don
Ethridge is out with a pulled
hamstring muscle, along with
Bob Bosler, whose injured
shoulder should be healed in a
few more days and Brooks
Ethridge, who is practicing
now after undergoing late
surgery.

-i

Success And Failure
Tiger flanker Jack Anderson is shown in
the two positions most often associated with
his position, that of catching the ball, which is
good, and that of missing the ball, which is
being Banks McFadden. Last
year he captured All-South
and All-ACC honors as a
defensive center fullback in
soccer. He was voted the
team's best defensive and
most valuable player. For his
excellence in soccer he
received both the Ibraham

bad. Anderson is the probable starting
flanker for Coach Hootie Ingram's first
edition of The Tigers.

and Lynch awards.
Both coaches agree that
Roger Collins is a leader.
Coach Ibraham said "Roger
doesn't talk, he shows by
example." Coach Greenvield
feels this tough competitor
could do well in any sport he
tried and excell.

Sports

Commenting on the team as
a whole, Ingram said, "We
look pretty decent, but we

CHEST

A tentative schedule for
intramurals has been announced by Banks McFadden,
Director of Intramurals.
August 28 is the closing day for
entry into the softball
program. Play in the double
elimination affair will get
under way on Sept. 1.
An organizational meeting
will be held August 30 for the
track competition. Entries for
that event will close Sept. 11
with the first meet scheduled
to be held Sept. 14.
Cross country, fall tennis,
and horse shoes will be
discussed at a meeting on
Sept. 4. The final date for
entry into these categories is
Sept," 11. All play in these
divisions will begin on Sept.
21.

Advertisers,
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One of the interesting
aspects about the new coach is
that he isn't solely interested
in winning only football. There
has been some talk on campus
about the new training rules
for the players, and Ingram
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Fencing
All students interesting in
fencing, espically those with
any interesting previous
experience, although none is
required, are asked to come to
the YMCA any Monday,
Wednesday, or Friday at 5:00.
The team recently was
recognized as an official
member of the Atlantic Coast
Conference. For any additional information call 6544143.

Summing up his appraisal of
the team so'/ar, the new coach
stated, "We're going to need
every minute of practice time
left to get ready, but we've
had great spirit behind us so
far and I just hope it continues
because we'll need it.

2 5c Draft Beer

Classified Ads
Work,
Use Them

Briefs

said that, "We stress that our
young men be gentlemen
when they're in public.
They're all at Clemson to get
an education for their future
and anything they can do to
impress the public, to be
people that others can show
confidence in, will help them
do a better job in their chosen
profession and people will be
more interested in hiring
them. I try to take every
advantage I can to teach
this."

RED CARPET

Tiger Meat
SEPT. ia—THE CITADEL
SEPT. 1SWVIRGINIA (Band Day)
SEPT. 26—Georgia
OCT. 3—Georgia Tech
OCT. 10—AUBURN (Homecoming)
OCT. 17—Wake Forest
OCT. 84—DUKE (Iptay Day)
OCT. 31—Maryland
NOV. 7—Florida State
NOV. 14—U.N.C. (Parents Day)
NOV. 21—SOUTH CAROLINA

have a long way to go. Our
timing hasn't been real good,
we're not much together as a
team. The B team though has
had a good deal of spirit and
has done a great job of
keeping the pressure on the
first team, both with their
playing and their whole attitude. We hope to get some
good scrimmaging in this
week."
Few real surprise have
appeared to the new head
mentor as far as individual
players go, but he did single
out sophomore flanker Bob
Shell from Atlanta, Ga. as
very impressive. The thing
that has impressed the coach
about Shell the most has been
his speed, something which
Ingram feels the team is
lacking. Unfortunately Bob
has a hairline fracture but it
should be completely healed in
about two weeks.
When asked about the first
game on Sept. 12 against the
Citadel, Ingram had much
praise for the^ Bulldogs.
"They're a very disciplined
team who make very few
mistakes.
They're
real
aggressive and have a good
winning spirit. They had a
good season last year and are
picked to win their conference
this year. They could easily be
as good as many of the teams
we play this year," observed
the coach.

ERASABLE
BOND PAPER

Practicing Ail-American
Roger Collins, only the second two-time
Ail-American Clemson has had, (Banks
McFadden was the other.) practices as all
good All-Americans should. In addition to his

soccer abilities, Collins traveled in Europe
this summer with the AAU track and field
team, winning the javelin toss in the Paris
games.

Soviet Race
Only two cars were entered in an automobile race
held in Moscow — an American Ford and a Russian
Moskvich.
The Ford won easily. The
next day, without mentioning how many cars competed, Pravda reported:
"The Soviet Moskvich
placed second while the
American auto came in next
to last."
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Ingram, Locke: What They Must Face This Year
EDITORS NOTE: The following is a reprint from the
Each is acutely aware that winning is the Top Ten,
July 22 Charlotte Observer and is a good summation of Sports Illustrated, and the Game of the Week. Losing —
the future of Clemsons two major sports. It was written or even winning half of them — is John Roche and Tom
by Frank Barrows, an Observer staff writer.
Owens in the first round of the Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball tournament and an eleventh football game
late in November, that you would just as soon skip.

Cecil & Taylor
Clemson University — A large but not overwhelming
institution (6,523 students, only 931 of them women),
located 20 miles southwest of Greenville, S. C. Campus:
Architecurally diverse, as yet unravaged by either the —
new left or the National Guard. Academics: Respectable, Football: A Bluebonnet Bowl team in 1959, nothing
much of note since, save repetitious three-touchdown
losses to the likes of Georgia and Alabama. Of the 100
games Clemson played during the '60s, it won exactly
half. Basketball: There have been some nights of glory,
most of them credited to the prolific Mahaey clan, but
only five teams since 1939 have finished with a record
which was above .500.
Can Clemson win?
It hasn't of late. And whether it ever will — in a
big, thoroughly convincing, pleasingly profitable way —
is a question which squarely faces two men named Cecil
and Taylor. One is the new football coach, a fellow who
has borrowed extensively from the gimmicky Big
Orange Country of the University of Tennessee and the
advertising tactics of Coca-Cola to come up with a corporate image for Clemson. The other is the new
basketball coach (it was a total transfusion of head
men), a fellow who neatly, quaintly and, in all
probability, unintentionally sidesteps racial frictions by
referring to his players as lads. There are no boys.

Ingram is a typical football man, one who knows all
the correct things to say. To wit: "I like quick hitting,
running teams." To wit: "Give me a quarterback and a
linebacker and. . ." To wit: "Dept is the big thing in this
game." And, fitting in rapidly with the line tossed about
by most ACC football coaches: "The 800 rule (minimum
College Board score for athletic grants-in-aid) hurts you
in recruiting but the limit of 35 scholarships a year is the
real drawback. We got more premium kids this year than
I though we'd be able to recruit, but you've got to bring in
45 or so to compete with the Southeastern Conference.
That extra ten makes a big difference."
Public relations is his field, too. Enlisting the aid of the
Henderson Advertising Agency, Inc. (Greenville, not
Madison Avenue), he has helped to devise a campaign
which will put an orange and maroon tiger paw print — a
logo of sorts for Clemson's Tigers — on the middle of the
football field, helmets, cufflinks, ashtrays, and about 100
million bumper stickers. It's all so new, in fact, that the
blazers worn by the 11-man football coaching staff have
the paw basted on, rather than sewn. There hasn't been
time.

Ingram: PR, 800, 35
Mr. Cecil Ingram — known as Hootie — has replaced
Mr. Frank Howard as charge d'affaires for first downs,
blackboard X's and O's, and thud-crunch-break-your-leg
tackles. Mr. Howard had served in that capacity at
Clemson ever since Franklin Roosevelt's second term in
the White House. That was quite some time before
Ingram even thought about becoming an assistant
defensive coach at Arkansas.

And fall practice — with the remnants of a 4-6 team last
year — is coming up soon. Hootie Ingram has been busy.
It is a long way up.

Locke; Defense, Grades
Mr. Taylor Locke, called Tates by everyone except the
accountant who writes his paychecks, follows Mr. Bobby
Roberts as head basketball coach. Mr. Roberts was the

victim of consecutive 4-20,6-19,6-17 seasons. Those would
probably do in Adolph Rupp, so the call went out to
Miami of Ohio where Locke had won a Mid- American
Conference championship in 1969.
Clemson was quite a comedown. Indeed, at the
moment he arrived on campus, just one (1 — count 'em
—1) basketball player at Clemson was academically
eligible. That situation has been rectified by Locke. But
he wasn't pleased with his recruiting, explaining that he
lost all four of the "lads we really wanted." And he adds,
"I'm glad I won't be coaching the Clemson freshmen
team this fall."
His style — at least at first — will be the same he used
at Miami: Slow it down, keep the score in the 60s, play
good defense. "I', not a full slowdown man, but when you
don't have the lads who can fastbreak, it just makes
sense to play things a little differently. We'll play pattern
ball until we get our program to a point where we're
winning consistently and are able to recruit very talented
lads."
Fortunately for Locke, control basketball doesn't
require a Charlie Scott or an Austin Carr, types who may
always be difficult for Clemson to get. Although the tiger
paw campaign covers basketball (there will be one in the
center jump circle of Littlejohn Coliseum), too, things
are going to be rough for Tates Locke. And his lads.
Dean, Bucky, Lefty, Frank and Norm have got a
headstart, a substantial one.
Can Clemson win?
The odds are not favorable, not in a conference with
legislates against football and where basketball is such
an advanced science that good teams finish fifth.
But don't make any hasty bets against Cecil and
Taylor.
•»:•:*:*:;:;:«•:*:

FOR THE BEST SERVICE

Dixie Cleaners

for the clothes men like
mulUvB $c tollman

new fall fashions
gant and holbrook shirts

FAST

EFFICIENT

flared pants by berle and corbin
suits by Stanley blacker and clubman

COLLEGE AVE.

CLEMSON

anderson

clemson

Outlook Better For Soccer Team
Head Coach Ibrahim M.
Ibraham is very optimistip in
regard to the 1970 season due
to several reasons: the play of
all-ACC and all-South Roger
Collins in 1969; the shot
making ability of Andy
Demori who has scored 29
goals for the Tigers in the past
two seasons; the return of
Alan Griffin after a year of
absence in Peru; and among
other things, an excellent crop
of freshmen.
Last season, a 5-6-1, was the
first losing effort for the
Tigers who, now have accumulated a mark of 20^i4"-2"
over their brief but exciting
three year history.

The Tigers, who have used a
4-3-3 system of play in the past
will probably switch to the 4-24. Depth, which has been
lacking for the past three
years, should be strengthened
by the excellent recruiting
program this past year.
John Burroughs, Bob
Skelton and Greg Schroth,
among others, will be battling
for the position of goalie.
The four starting fullbacks
should be the strongest part of
the team. Stan Lewis, Alan
Griffin, Collins and Ed Wenz
loom as the favorites for the
starting roles with James
Powell, Jody Brown, Keith
Lattimer, Keith Lalor, John

Klinck, Joe Alfancre, Ed
Camara and James Brunelle
providing excellent depth.
The two halfbacks will be
chosen from Ken Butler,
Stuart Clarkson, Mark Bystry
Dale Knapp and David McNelis.
Jack Mansmann, Demori,
Steve Dotson, BobBolick, Erik
Rhodin, John Bellack, Crag
Daugherty
and Albert
Davidson will be battling for
the four forward positions.
The Tigers play a 13 game
schedule with six of the
contests being played on their
home field. They travel to
Atlanta to participate in the
Emory Invitational Tournament on the 9th and 10th of

October.
Two new foes will appear on
the Tiger "menu" this fall.
Clemson will meet Sewanee,
the University of the South, in
the first round of the Emory
Invitational in Atlanta, and
will also travel to Boone,
North Carolina, where they
will battle Appalachian State
University in the Mountaineers new artificial turf
stadium.
There are no easy opponents
on the schedule this year with
the toughest challenge being
the University of Maryland.
The Terps went as far as the
semi-finals in the NCAA
Tournament this past year.

The Rasberry Walrus
Just Finished Tour With Canned Heat

Will Be Presented:
JUNIOR STAFF AND
PHOTO STAFF
DROP - IN
»W

MONDAY, AUGUST 31, 8-9P.M.
IN THE TAPS LOUNGE
TOP LEVEL OF STUDENT CENTER
SOPHS AND JUNIORS
AND ANYONE INTERESTED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

Friday Night August 28
8-12 At The Clemson National
Guard Armory
$2.00/ Person ... On Sale
At Barnett Music Center And
At The Door
Hear Their Smash
Hit "Carolina Redneck"
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NEWS BRIEFS

Student Lawyers Sought

Allen Promoted

Anyone interested in
becoming a student attorney
should pick up an application
form in the Student Government room, 8th level of the
Student Center. On Sept. 5, a
list will be posted outside the

Dr. Robert M. Allen, Belle W. Baruch Professor of
Forestry at the University for the past four years, has
been named head of the department of forestry effective
Aug. 1. The new department head is author of 31 scientific articles and co-author of 10. Allen, a native of East
Moline, 111., holds degrees from Iowa State and Duke
universities.

New Parking
On Campus

SUMMER DEGREES
The University awarded 285 degrees, including 88
advanced degrees, at summer sessions commencement
on August 8. President Robert C. Edwards conferred 197
bachelor's degrees, 78 master's degrees and 10 doctorates. Including graduation ceremonies held last
December and in May, Clemson awarded 1,331 degrees
during the 1969-70 academic year.

By JAMES LUCAS
Staff Writer
Additional parking area will
be available in the East
Campus sometime in the near
future, according to J. G.
Guggino,
Director
of
Residence Halls.
The area behind High Rise
#3, formerly used for parking
before construction of the
dormitory, is slated to be
covered with gravel and
opened for student parking as
soon as the contractor completes clearing of the area,
Guggino said. He added that
the completion date is not yet
known.

MATH LECTURER
Dr. John W. Kenelly, professor and head of the
mathematics department, has been invited to serve as a
visiting lecturer for the Mathematical Association of
American in the 1970-71 academic year.
Kenelly's selection gives Clemson's mathematics
department the distinction of having two faculty
members serving as visiting lecturers. Prof. Joel V.
Brawley Jr. was a visiting lecturer last year and will
serve again this academic year.
WASTE PLANT TRAINING
Clemson University has been selected by the federal
government to develop a national program for training
wastewater treatment plant operators at two-year posthigh school institutions.
The Federal Water Quality Administration (FWQA),
supporting the project with a $50,016 grant, has requested
the university to develop both a standard curriculum for
the training program and a method for selecting the
institutions where it will be offered.
A similar FWQA grant for $12,737 will be used by the
university to develop criteria for use of federal funds to
improve wastewater treatment curricula for civil
engineering undergraduates at universities throughout
the country.

Nature Lover
One of the few pleasantries that accompanies the end of summer vacation and
the return to classes is a change of scenery.

Nancy Van Hoy, a junior from Summerville,
is certainly a welcomed change.

Another projected parking
facility is to be located behind
the Food-Industries Building,
across Feeley Street from the
present East Campus parking
lot, Guggino said. The lot will
also be gravel covered, and
the date of completion is not
known, he said.
Guggino said that a total of
slightly over 3,300 automobiles
had been registered on
campus as of Thursday
morning.

Bryan Retires From Expansion Program
Dr. W. Wright Bryan, the
University's vice president for
development during the institution's greatest physical
expansion, will retire Sept. 1,
President Robert C. Edwards
announced.
Dr. Bryan, a Clemson
alumnus who grew up on the
university campus, was an
outstanding national journalist
and
newspaper
executive for 40 years prior to
assuming his position at

Clemson in 1964.
As vice president for
development, Dr. Bryan is the
administrative official in
charge of the offices of public
and alumni relations, planning and corporate support,
fund raising and the
University Communications
Center.
Dr. Bryan received the
bachelor of science degree in
civil engineering from
Clemson in 1926 and attended

Public Notice
Application of Southern Railway Company For Authority
to
Discontinue The Operation of Passenger Trains Nos. 5
and 6
Between Greenville and The South Carolina - Georgia
Line
Thirty days from date of this notice, Southern
Railway Company will request the South Carolina Public
Service Commission to authorize the discontinuance of
passenger trains Nos. 5 and 6, "The Piedmont," between
Greenville and the South Carolina-Georgia State Line,
south of Westminster.
This action is made necessary by the large and increasing expense of operating these trains and the nonsupportive and diminishing use made of them by the
public, resulting in direct expenses in excess of revenues
of more than $100,000 during the twelve months ending
June 30, 1970.
Anyone desiring to protest all or any part of this
notice shall notify the undersigned and the South
Carolina Public Service Commission, Box 11649,
Columbia, South Carolina, in writing on or before the 14th
day of September, 1970, stating the number of witnesses
to be presented and the approximate time for presentation. All parties of record will be notified of the time
and place of hearing.
E.K. Ratliff
Superintendent
Southern Railway Company
Greenville, South Carolina
August 14,1970

the University of Missouri
School of Journalism.
During later years, when
Dr. Bryan was engaged in a
newspaper career which
culminated with editorship
first of The Atlanta Journal
and then of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, he continuously
maintained his interest in
Clemson.
He has served as president
of the Clemson Alumni
Association and as a trustee of

the Clemson Foundation. He
has received an honorary
Doctor of Letters degree from
Clemson
and
the
Distinguished Alumnus
Award from the Alumni
Association.
Dr. Bryan began newspaper
work as editor of the Clemson
student weekly, The Tiger,
and as a reporter for the
Greenville Piedmont in 1924.
He joined the staff of The
Atlanta Journal in 1927,t

serving 26 years as reporter,
city editor, managing editor,
associate editor and as editor.
During World War II he was
a war correspondent in
Europe for The Atlanta
Journal and the National
Broadcasting Company. He
broadcast on all American
radio networks the first eyewitness account of the invasion of Western Europe on
D-Day, June 6, 1944.
Later he was captured by

the Germans. He received the
Medal of Freedom from
General Eisenhower for his
services as a correspondent.
He has served as president
of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors and is a
trustee of Sweet Briar College.
In addition to his Clemson
degrees, he has received the
honorary Doctor of Laws
degree from the College of
Wooster, Ohio.

WELCOME TO CLEMSON AND
FASHIONS

VARIETY

MACK'S

Student Government room of
appointed times that each
applicant must appear before
the board to be reviewed.
These appointment times will
all be on the evening of Sept. 8.
These positions will be open to
everyone, including freshmen.
For further information, come
by the Student Government
room or contact Skip Ur at 6543441.
REPORTFORMS
Attention, all student
organizations: George E.
Coakley, Assistant Dean of
Students, has asked that all
student organizations pick up
and fill out organization report
forms for Student Government and Student Affairs.
These forms can be picked up
in the old coed lounge.
FRENCH CLUB
The French Club will hold
its first annual meeting on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room
104 of Daniel Hall. Anyone
interested is invited to attend.
DEBATE DROP-IN
The Clemson Debate Team
is having a drop-in Wednesday
in the second floor lounge of
Strode Tower from 7:30 until 9
p. m. Any interested students
are invited. No previous
debate
experience
is
necessary.
TAPS RATES
Although the student rate
for TAPS '71 remains the
same as latst year, there have
been some rate changes. The
rates are as follows:
Student paying activities fee
— $7
Faculty members — $12

SHIRTS
TROUSERS

$41.75

* Size plus federal tax and old tire
off your car.

DR70-13 Plus $2.34 tax
For Foreign and Sports
cars: the famous B. F.
Goodrich GT-100 high
perforfance black tubetype radial as low as
$28.25 plus $1.49 tax
155SR15.

Also a full line of B. F.
Goodrich polyester, rayon, nylon and belted
fiberglass tires and guaranteed retreads
Truing — Balancing —
Front End Alignment —
All American Sports and
Foreign cars.

DON'S TIRES
103 N.
CLEMSON AVE.
PHONE 654-5072

ALPHA ZETA MEETING
There will be an important
business meeting of Alpha
Zeta fraternity Monday at 7 p.
m. in Room A-201 of the Plant
and Animal Science Building.
All members, especially new
initiatees from last semester,
are urged to attend.
PHOTO CLUB MEETS
The Clemson Photography
Club will hold its first meeting
of the school year at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday in the amphitheater.
All interested students are
invited to attend. There are no
requirements other than an
interest in photography.
Attention, freshman girls:
You and any other interesed
Clemson coeds are cordially
invited to model for the
Photography Club. Casual
attire. Contact Roy Seyle (6567918) or Pat Bruening (6566714).

SOCKS
UNDERWEAR
Clemson

For Your Clothing Needs Shop

ABBOTT'S MENS SHOP
SENECA

CLEMSON

for the finest in Ladies Apparel

KAY'S SHOP
CLEMSON
SHOPPING
CENTER
HWY. 76

OPEN
9 A.M.
TILL
9:00 P.M.

^K^gj^^L^

114 College Ave.

Clemson

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

exalt
STORE

«i

The Store that has

. All comparisons based on our
popular long miler.

As Low As

SIGMA TAU EPSILON
There, will be a meeting of
Sigma fau. Epsilon Arts and
Sciences fraternity Monday at
7:30 p. m. in Room 415 of
Daniel Hall. All members are
expected to be present.

College Ave.

BEGoodrich
• 100% Stronger *
• 43% Wider *
• 167% More Mileage *

SEA MEETING
Students for Educational
Aid will meet Thursday at 8 p.
m. in Room 203 of Daniel Hall.
This organization tutors
"slower" students at an area
elementary school. Not only is
this a worthwhile venture, it
could be a valuable experience for anyone planning
to enter the field of education.
All students are urged to attend.

JUDGE KELLER'S

The 40,000 Mi. Tire:

LIFESAVER

Non-University connected
— $15
Mailing charges — $1.50

"Serving Clemson Since 1908"

everything

##

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Clemson

WELCOME

FRESHMEN

Gifts for All Occasions

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CALL 654-4747

CLEMSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON JEWELERS
Phone 654-5151

SINCE 1950
102 College Ave.

"The Country Gentleman's Jeweler"

